The Great Parklands Scavenger Hunt

Turkey Run Park

#1

Here is a place that lies flat and low. Its beautiful wildflowers provide quite a show. Always remember to go the bathroom before any adventure you embark. It’s a good thing a restroom is one of the first things you see in this park!

#2

Here is a place you feel that you could touch the sky and see what the park would look like from a bird's eye. You will have to take a walk behind a certain pond, but once you get there you will not regret going a little beyond.

#3

This is a place where history really comes alive. Go ahead, and feel the cool limestone blocks once you arrive. What it was like to live on this land, we will never truly know, but one look at this house will let your imagination grow.

#4

Arriving at this place, you might be able to tell its history. With names like pignic barn and farmer's table it really isn't a mystery. Find your scavenger hunt icon in a shady spot, that was once used to feed animals a whole lot.

#ParklandsScavengerHunt